




As the morning mist settles into dew, the calls of the siamang echo across the Singapore Zoo. 
Hidden within the rainforest are trails waiting to be explored. An adventure awaits. Are you ready?

Discover precious moments with our animals at the Singapore Zoo - A nine-time winner of 
Singapore Tourism Board’s Best Visitor Attraction Category Award.

Be greeted by Simba, our young and inquisitive lion who loves to tussle with his favourite rattan ball.

Meet our free-ranging orangutans as they swing from tree to tree or interact with a giraffe as it 
lowers its head to feed on a carrot off your palm.

Be Captivated
• Animal feeding sessions
• Splash Safari 
  Animal Presentation 
• Rainforest 
  Fights Back Show
• Breakfast in the Wild

Explore
• Free-ranging 
  orangutan exhibit
• Fragile Forest
• Great Rift Valley
• RepTopia

Wildlife Tours
• RepTopia 
  Behind-The-Scenes tour
• Private Buggy Tour
• Staycation in the Wild

Explore the Fragile Forest, a 20,000 
cubic metre walk-through biodome that 
mimics a tropical rainforest habitat. 
Get up close to our free-ranging animals 
like the lesser mousedeer that peeks out 
shyly from the shadows or hang out 
with the two-toed sloth at the viewing 
deck as it awakens from its slumber.

Uncover scaly surprises at RepTopia, 
home to over 60 species of reptiles and 
amphibians, a third of which have 
never been seen here before.  From hand 
feeding a chameleon and watching a 
cobra feeding session to spotting tiny 
masters of disguises like the vulnerable 
Henkel’s leaf-tailed gecko, immerse 
yourself in the riveting world of 
herpetological wonders.

Catch the Splash Safari Animal 
Presentation and marvel at the cheeky 
antics of our Californian sea lion, 
ring-tailed lemur and coatimundi as 
they show you their unique personalities!

Home to over 4,200 animals, 
Singapore Zoo welcomes you into 
the world of the wild.

We donate a portion of our revenue to 
conservation projects in Singapore and 
across Southeast Asia. Your visit comes 
with Conservation Included. Join us on 
a journey of discovery today! 



Home of the Free-Ranging Orangutans 
Did you know that orangutans are the largest tree-dwelling mammals? Get up close with the great apes 
and discover how we can protect them at the world’s �rst free-ranging orangutan exhibit. Watch as our 
playful primates forage for food or swing from tree to tree with 360° views in our unique environment.

A Nosy Encounter 
Did you know that the bigger the nose of a proboscis monkey, the more attractive it is to females?
Meet our big-nosed monkeys as they go about their daily activities, be it picking fresh leaves from 
certain plants or leaping from a tree into a river. At Singapore Zoo, we are proud to be the home
of one of the world’s largest collections of endangered proboscis monkeys. 

Sacred Baboons
Did you know the baboons 
were once revered by ancient 
Egyptians as representatives 
of Thoth, the god of science? 
Meet our over 50-strong 
congress of hamadryas 
baboons in their rugged
and rocky habitat. Come 
face-to-face with our 
intelligent primates as you 
peer through the glass-fronted 
viewing gallery. Drop by to 
watch the daily feedings at the 
Great Rift Valley exhibit.

Wild Africa
At Wild Africa, you’ll �nd 
herbivorous hoofstock like 
zebras and giraffes �anked by 
their natural predators, the 
lions and cheetahs. A whiff of 
the white rhinos’ communal 
dung piles welcomes you and 
you might feel the hair on the 
back of your neck rise when 
you realise you’re being 
watched by our pack of 
African painted dogs. 

Satisfy your cravings any time during your visit at the Singapore 
Zoo! Enjoy a variety of local delights from our bistro outlets. 
Savour local favourites such as kaya toast with half-boiled eggs 
and other mouth-watering delights from Inuka Café! Fuel up on 
pastas, soups and gourmet hotdogs from Chawang Bistro.
For a hearty meal, head to Ah Meng Restaurant located in the 
heart of Singapore Zoo for delectable western and local fare such 
as chicken rice, briyani and �shball noodles. From sweet desserts 
to meat and vegetarian, there is something for every palate. 
At Mandai, our food and ingredients do not contain pork or lard. 
Our seafood comes from sustainable sources to help protect the 
environment and conserve biodiversity in Singapore.

A Wild Spectacle 
Interact 
& Engage

Delight Your Tastebuds

Rainforest Encounters
Take a trip into the tropical 
rainforest as you explore Fragile 
Forest, an open concept 20,000 
cubic metre biodome. Spot the 
free-roaming lesser mousedeer 
that peeks out shyly from the 
shadows or hang out with the 
two-toed sloth as it munches on 
leaves and twigs. Hike up to the 
viewing platform and say hello 
to other animals like the 
white-faced Saki monkeys, 
Malayan �ying foxes, Toco 
toucans and more. Come early to 
catch the morning feeding frenzy!

Splash Safari Animal Presentation 
Get ready for a wet and wild time at 
Singapore Zoo! Meet our cheeky Californian
sea lion and see what tricks he has up his 
�ippers. Adept on land and sea, our playful
sea lion is eager to show you his fun and 
humorous side. For a truly immersive experience, 
sit in the splash zone at the front row and brace 
yourself for a splashin’ good time! 

Keeper Talk 
Learn more about our wildlife from the 
people who know best — the keepers. 
Discover interesting animal facts and 
details about the unique quirks and 
personalities of our wildlife in this 
educational experience, one that aims to 
foster and convey conservation awareness. 
 

Feed Your Curiosity 
Catch the animals during their most active time 
of the day – Meal time! Learn fun facts about 
your favourite animals as you try your hand at 
feeding our giraffes, tortoises, goats and 
rhinoceros! Did you know that a rhinoceros’s 
favourite fruit is honeydew?



RepTopia Behind-The-Scenes
Step into the fascinating world of our fellow scaly 
residents! Get up close with snakes and bearded 
dragons as you hand feed them their favourite treats. 

Chat with our keepers to learn about the amazing 
adaptations of reptiles and how we can 
protect them.

Pose for a photo and bring home moments of 
your adventure!

Enjoy a hearty meal at our iconic Breakfast in the Wild dining experience. 
Immerse yourself in our charming rainforest zoo, enjoy photo opportunities and 
get to meet our animal ambassadors.

Be captivated by our Californian sea lion as it shows off its aquatic skills at the 
Splash Safari animal presentation (Shaw Foundation Amphitheatre). Get in the 
splash zone for a wet and wild time!

Hop on the tram and meet our young lion Simba, our rhinoceros, zebras and 
giraffes at the Wild Africa zone.

Alight at Tram Stop 2 and discover interesting facts of our gentle giants from the 
keepers at Elephants of Asia.  Discover their unique quirks and personalities!

Discover rustic Australasia with our agile marsupials. Spot our charming tree 
kangaroos as they climb a tree and say hello to our wallabies hopping about freely 
in the walk-through area.

Feeling peckish? Head over to Ah Meng Restaurant, named after Singapore’s 
beloved orangutan, for sumptuous local and western delights.

Stroll along and catch a glimpse of our pygmy hippos as they tiptoe alongside you. 
Spot our magni�cent tigers in their enclosure on your way out. Watch them on the 
prowl! Bring home moments of your visit from the Zoo Gift Shop. Every purchase 
comes with Conservation Included.

Get ready for your next adventure! Hop over to River Wonders to explore the 
mesmerising world of river life.

9.00am

10.30am

11.00am

11.15am

12.00pm

12.30pm

1.30pm

2.30pmPrivate Buggy Tour 
Embark on a free and easy tour with your personal 
guide and private buggy! Uncover insider stories 
about our wildlife and get up-close with giraffes, 
giant tortoises and pygmy goats.^ 
^Animal interaction sessions are subject to change.

Staycation in the Wild  
Connect with wildlife and nature in this 
one-of-a-kind outdoor glamping experience! 
Discover fun-�lled wildlife adventures in the day, 
and wind down in your very own luxurious 
air-conditioned dome tent under the stars as 
night falls.  

Journey 
into The Wild

Up-close Encounters
with Wildlife

SUGGESTED ITINERARYBreakfast in the Wild  
Start your day well with this iconic dining 
experience designed to inspire a love for 
wildlife and delight your senses, with a 
scrumptious planet-friendly spread. 
Immerse yourself in our charming 
rainforest zoo, enjoy photo opportunities 
and interact with our animal ambassadors. 





Wander
• Mekong River
• Giant Panda Forest
• Amazon Flooded Forest

Set Sail On
• Amazon River Quest

Be Mesmerised
• Once Upon a River
  (Animal Presentation)

Indulge
• Signature Panda Pau at 
  Mama Panda Kitchen

Unique Experiences
• Manatee Mania Tour
• River Discovery Tour
• Staycation with the Manatees

Refresh your senses at River Wonders - Heed the whispers of the wind or the calls of an otter 
scouring the waters for its prey. What adventures await you in the shadowed depths of the river?

Join us for a voyage beyond the cascading waters, and into the mesmerising world of River Wonders.

Get up close with our playful otters and adorable manatees as they glide effortlessly through the 
waters at the Amazon Flooded Forest, the world’s largest freshwater aquarium. Be fascinated by the 
sights and sounds of Amazonian animals like the jaguar and Brazilian tapir as you set sail on the 
Amazon River Quest.

Meet a friendly capybara at the Once Upon a River animal presentation, and take a stroll in the 
Giant Panda Forest next to our most popular furry family - Jia Jia, Kai Kai and Le Le!

Every visit to River Wonders comes with Conservation Included. We donate a portion of our revenue 
to protect wildlife in Singapore and across Southeast Asia. 



Discover The Wondrous World of River Life 
Wander into the mesmerising world of River Wonders - Be enchanted by some of the most peculiar 
and fascinating river-dwelling animals, from our resident giants the Indian gharial and the Mekong 
giant cat�sh to our giant pandas!

Wander into The Giant Panda Forest
Walk alongside your favourite giant pandas – Jia Jia, Kai Kai and Le Le in our open concept 
biodome simulating the pandas’ natural habitat in China’s highlands. Get up close to our pandas 
as they roam around the trees and spot its iconic furry tail that sets it apart from its fellow pandas. 

Explore the 
Rivers of The World 

Venture into 
The Amazing Amazon

Marvel at The World’s Largest 
Freshwater Aquarium
Discover the breath-taking Amazon Flooded 
Forest exhibit where the Amazon basin comes 
alive and land is covered by high �ood waters 
for six months every year!

Be enchanted by our graceful manatees - 
Twice the height and ten times the weight of 
the average man, these gentle giants share 
their homes with one of the world’s largest 
freshwater �sh, the arapaima. Spot our playful 
otters as they skim through the waters above 
you and meet the “sharks” of the Amazon, our 
small but fearsome piranhas!

Embark on A Refreshing
Adventure
Ships ahoy! Embark on a voyage at the 
Amazon River Quest as you take an 
immersive boat ride through the Amazon 
River. Be greeted by our Brazilian tapir, 
jaguar, capybara and other inquisitive 
animals peeking through the lush tropical 
foliage surrounding the river.

Explore the river and meet its friendly 
inhabitants at Once Upon a River - Say hello 
to our capybara, strike a pose with the 
pelicans and hand feed our beavers who 
will never say no to a tasty snack.



Staycation with the Manatees
Dive into a mesmerising night overlooking the 
tranquil Amazon Flooded Forest and be greeted 
by adorable manatees with idyllic views of life 
underwater from your private tent. At this 
magical 2 days 1 night glamping adventure,
a journey of exploration awaits with day-time 
animal encounters and night-time glamping 
alongside our graceful manatees!
Unwind on the River Explorers Trails and hand feed 
our animals in an exclusive “Fishy Business” 
behind-the-scenes tour.
Join us on this once-in-a-lifetime adventure for all.

Go with The Flow

Your adventure begins at River Gems! Discover the Mississippi River, Congo River 
and River Nile. Be greeted by our alligator snapping turtle, African dwarf crocodile 
and ferocious tiger �sh as you walk alongside them.

Be amazed by the architectural wonder of the Ganges River! Meet our massive 
Indian gharials and fellow inhabitants of the river. Explore the Mary River and 
spot our lung�sh, known for its distinctive ability to breathe air with its lungs.

Marvel at the world’s largest freshwater �sh – the giant freshwater stingray 
and giant Mekong cat�sh at our freshwater aquarium. Follow the trail to the 
Yangtze River, home to our Chinese giant salamander.

Meet Jia Jia, Kai Kai and Le Le at the Giant Panda Forest! As you enter the Giant 
Panda Forest, do keep your volume down and keep in mind that �ash photography 
is not allowed. Spot our red panda with its iconic furry tail near the entrance of 
the forest. Remember to drop by the House of Kai Kai & Jia Jia to bring home your 
panda mementos – All purchases come with Conservation Included!

Take a break and refresh your senses at Mama Panda Kitchen. Savour our 
signature Panda Pau and Panda Cappuccino before continuing your journey 
towards Wild Amazonia.

The adventure continues – Head over to Boat Plaza and catch the popular Once 
Upon a River animal presentation. Explore the water’s edge to discover a variety of 
fascinating creatures and pose with your favourite animals for a memorable photo!

Set sail on the Amazon River Quest and spot our capybara, jaguar, giant anteater 
and other animals of the river!

Discover the Amazon Flooded Forest, the world’s largest freshwater aquarium and 
be mesmerised by our giant river otters, manatees and arapaimas. Admire the 
serenity of the aquatic world through the looking glass that will take you from the 
bottom of the forest �oor to the water’s surface. Bring home moments of your 
adventure at the River Wonders retail shop – Every purchase comes with 
Conservation Included!

2.30pm

3.00pm

3.15pm

3.30pm

3.45pm

4.15pm

4.45pm

5.15pm

SUGGESTED ITINERARY

River Discovery Tour 
Wander around River Wonders on a personal 
guided tour! Uncover insider secrets about your 
favourite animals and exhibits as you enjoy 
priority access to the popular Amazon River 
Quest and Once Upon a River. Rub shoulders 
with the stars of the show – Jelly the
Capybara and Luke the Pelican!

A Feast 
for The Senses
Refresh your senses with our delectable array of 
Western and Chinese cuisine at Mama Panda 
Kitchen. Be surrounded by fun panda-themed décor 
as you tuck into the signature Panda Pau and other 
panda-themed dishes at the popular restaurant.

At Mandai, our food and ingredients do not contain 
pork or lard. Our seafood comes from sustainable 
sources to help protect the environment and 
conserve biodiversity in Singapore.

Up-close Encounters
with Wildlife

Manatee Mania Tour 
Did you know that manatees are 
called “sea cows”?
Feel the whiskers of our inquisitive 
herbivores as you hand feed their favourite 
treats at Manatee Mania! Befriend our 
adorable manatee family, learn about their 
quirks and join in the fun training sessions 
with our keepers.





As the sun sets across the land and darkness creeps into every corner, nature unveils a different side 
at the Night Safari. Let the night sharpen your senses. What secrets will be revealed in the shadows?

Join us as we uncover the wonders of the nocturnal animal kingdom at the world’s �rst night wildlife 
park and 13-time winner of the Best Attraction Experience in Singapore.

Journey into the night on foot and explore the 4 walking trails across the park to meet over 900 
nocturnal creatures from approximately 100 species. Learn about our critically endangered animals 
like Anggun, a Sunda pangolin that was rescued by our care team at Mandai.

Be enthralled by our pride of lions basking under the illumination of a full moon. Get up close to our 
free-ranging Malayan tapirs and meet Chawang, our Asian bull elephant as you ride on board the 
renowned Night Safari Tram.

Catch the Creatures of The Night presentation – Be amazed as our wildlife ambassadors such as the 
Asian small-clawed otters and fennec fox display their natural talents. Learn more about animal 
conservation and sustainability with our elusive nocturnal creatures in this awe-inspiring presentation. 

At the Night Safari, we support more than 50 conservation projects which protect wildlife in 
Singapore and the region. Your ticket comes with Conservation Included. By visiting us, you help to 
protect wildlife like Anggun and many others.

Wander and Discover
• Guided Tram
• Four Interlinked Walking Trails

Be Enthralled
• Creatures of the Night presentation

Savour
• Ulu Ulu Safari Restaurant

VIP Highlights
• Safari Adventure Tour
• Evening in the Wild



All Aboard the Safari Tram Adventure
Embark on an exciting journey on the renowned 
Night Safari tram as you meet our nocturnal animals 
from across the world.

Get up close to our magni�cent animals like the 
Indian rhinoceros, African white lion and gentle 
free-ranging Malayan tapirs. Be enthralled by 
Chawang the Asian bull elephant, the largest
animal in Mandai Wildlife Reserve and an icon
of the Night Safari! 

Close Encounters
of The Night

Showtime 
Spectacular

Trails of The Night 
Walk alongside our fascinating animals barely 
an arm’s length away! Explore the Night Safari 
on foot through our four interlinked walking 
trails. Meet over 900 nocturnal creatures and 
discover magni�cent �ora found along the 
Fishing Cat Trail, Leopard Trail, East Lodge 
Trail and Tasmanian Devil Trail. Be enthralled 
by our pride of lions basking under the 
illumination of a full moon, spot our 
free-ranging wallabies along the Tasmanian 
Devil Trail and learn about our critically 
endangered animals like Anggun, a Sunda 
pangolin that was rescued by our care team
at Mandai.

Moonlight Dining
Savour familiar local favourites, 
or feast on a plethora of 
international dishes under the 
moonlight at Ulu Ulu Safari 
Restaurant. For a private 
dining experience, book the 
Ulu Court for larger parties
of up to 100 guests.

Creatures of the Night 
Presentation
Be amazed as our wildlife ambassadors such 
as the Asian small-clawed otters and fennec 
fox display their natural talents, and look out 
for new additions onstage, including the 
raccoon dog and bearded pigs. Learn more 
about animal conservation and sustainability 
with our elusive nocturnal creatures in this 
awe-inspiring presentation, held in Night 
Safari's impressive 1000-seat amphitheatre. 

When night falls, the animals emerge from the shadows. Let them show you their unique 
personalities under the moonlight!

Discover the wonders of the nocturnal animal kingdom 
by tram or get closer to wildlife while you explore on foot.



Explore the elusive nocturnal animal kingdom and venture into the mystery of the night with 
a personal guide and private buggy! Discover Night Safari’s best kept secrets, hand feed our 
elephants, enjoy reserved seating at the popular Creatures of the Night presentation and more. 
Perfect for a group of up to 5 guests, book early for an exciting adventure with friends and family.

An Evening in The Wild
Discover the revelations of the night with an 
extraordinary dining experience at the Tipi Tent.

Dine under the stars in Singapore’s �rst tipi tent 
at a secret lakeside location as you indulge in a 
four-course gourmet dinner complete with 
dessert and free-�ow wine. Uncover insider 
secrets from your personal guide as you enjoy a 
relaxing tram ride across the Night Safari, home 
to some of the world’s most fascinating animals. 
Experience close encounters with some of our 
nocturnal animals and learn about their unique 
personalities. End your evening surrounded 
by a constellation of our nocturnal superstars, 
with reserved seating at the popular
Creatures of The Night presentation!

Safari 
Adventure Tour

Get Wild
About Twilight

Fuel up before your adventure! Indulge in local and international favourites as you 
dine under the moonlight at the Ulu Ulu Safari Restaurant.

Don’t miss the exciting Safari Tram Adventure - Hop aboard the tram and venture 
into the mysterious animal kingdom on this ride*. Let the night sharpen your senses 
as you spot our Asian elephants, striped hyenas, sloth bears, and Asian small-clawed
otters across different geographical regions under the moonlight – The Himalayan 
Foothills, Indian Subcontinent, Equatorial Africa, Asian Riverine Forest, Nepalese 
River Valley and Burmese Hillside.

*Tram commentaries are available in English, Mandarin and Japanese. Additional charges apply 
for all languages, excluding English.

Hop off the tram and walk alongside our fascinating animals! Discover over 900 
animals not seen on tram routes while you explore on foot through our four 
interlinked walking trails. Start off with the Fishing Cat Trail, where you can 
expect to see native species such as the three-banded armadillo and binturongs. 
Continue on to the Leopard Trail and meet our Asiatic lion at Lion Lookout. 
Next up, venture onto the East Lodge Trail and be captivated by the Malayan tiger, 
spotted hyaenas, babirusa and other animals from different habitats. Continue on 
to the Australasian-inspired Tasmanian Devil Trail, where you can encounter
Night Safari’s latest residents, the elusive and feisty Tasmanian Devils. End your 
trek with a stroll alongside free-ranging wallabies, and get up-close with the 
critters in the stunning Naracoorte Cave.

The night is still young – Get ready for our nocturnal superstars at the popular 
Creatures of the Night presentation! Marvel at the agility of our binturong, Asian 
small-clawed otters, fennec fox, Malay �sh owl and more as they display their 
natural behaviours in this edutaining animal presentation

As your journey comes to an end, remember to bring home a piece of your
twilight adventure from the Night Safari retail shop! Each purchase comes with 
Conservation Included.

6.30pm

7.30pm

8.15pm

9.00pm

10.00pm

SUGGESTED ITINERARY



MANDAI WILDLIFE RESERVE
Mandai Khatib Shuttle
Alight at Khatib MRT Station (NS14) for pick up*
*For charges and timings: www.mandaishuttle.sg

Alight at Ang Mo Kio MRT Station (NS16)
Take bus 138 from Ang Mo Kio Bus Interchange

Alight at Choa Chu Kang MRT Station (NS4)
Take bus 927 from Choa Chu Kang Bus Interchange

Alight at Springleaf MRT Station (TE4)
Take bus 138 at bus stop 56091 in front of Springleaf MRT Station Exit 3

MRT & Bus

Lockers, strollers,
wheelchairs &

mobility scooters

WIFI

These facilities are provided for your comfort and
convenience. Available on a �rst-come, �rst-served basis. 
Relevant charges apply.

Free WiFi is available around the parks.

Getting to the parks

Other facilities

Mandai Wildlife Reserve @mandaiwildlifereserve

MANDAI WILDLIFE RESERVE
80 Mandai Lake Road, Singapore 729826

Tel: (65) 6269 3411


